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Purpose: The purpose of this lab was to study acceleration and how it affects objects in motion. To this end, we used a sloped ramp and gravity on the metal balls we were observing.

Materials:














Procedure: We set up a metal ramp with two ring stands to get the proper slope (one which would cause the balls to take 4 seconds to reach the bottom). Once content with our slope, we set markers every 75cm; these indicated the ends of each section. Finally, we rolled the balls down the ramp, timing them at the end of each section, and recording these times.

Data: measurements on lab sheet (attached), graph on graph paper (attached)

Analysis: 

1. Gravity is causing the acceleration of the ball.
2. The low angle ramp keeps the ball from simply falling straight down while accelerating at -9.8m/s^2. Because the force acting on the ball with the ramp in place is only a component of gravity, the acceleration is much lower (or rather, higher, because it's less negative).
3. The graph is somewhat parabolic. The line is not constant and its slope gets steeper with time; in other words, the displacement/time (velocity) gets greater with time (acceleration).
4. The lower the slope is, the less effect gravity has on the ball. It's simple to think of a flat surface (on which the ball would not move) and a vertical face (down which the ball would drop with gravity's full acceleration) and then realize that as we approach one or the other the ball will either accelerate more slowly or more quickly. In the case of this question, if the height were increased, the acceleration would also increase. (curve on graph paper, attached)

Error Analysis: First off, our acceleration was not constant, so clearly our slope was not nearly as perfect as we thought it was. For the acceleration to decrease, I suppose that there must have been some kind of bump or uneven part in the ramp that slowed the ball down momentarily, or rather, that slowed down its increase in speed (its velocity increased throughout, as it should have). The acceleration from gravity should have been constant but our acceleration wasn't—this is clearly due to some error in the set-up, or perhaps poor timing (though I doubt this is the case, we did several runs and the times we got were very close each time).

Conclusions: The ramps were an interesting way to actually observe what we've been talking about in class the last week or so now, acceleration. We clearly saw the metal ball roll down the ramp, picking up speed as it went. This change in velocity over time, or "velocity per time" (displacement per time per time, or time^2) was apparent in the lab, even if our acceleration wasn't constant as it should have been. 
